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Peninsula Humane Society Experiences Increase of Guinea Pigs Being Surrendered to Their Shelter

Burlingame, CA—A female adult pygmy goat was recently surrendered to the Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA (PHS/SPCA) and is now available for adoption, ideally to an adopter who has a goat herd. The goat, named Dottie by PHS/SPCA staff is available for an adoption fee of $25.

“Dottie was surrendered to us on November 13 through our after-hours receiving area with no paperwork so unfortunately we have no background details about this friendly goat,” said PHS/SPCA Communications Manager Buffy Martin Tarbox. “Goats are herd animals and Dottie is quite lonely without other goat friends so we are actively seeking an adopter with goats.”

Goats make excellent pets but they do require outdoor space with strong, secure fencing. President Abraham Lincoln had two pet goats when he lived at the White House. Pygmy goats like Dottie are compact and smaller than other goat breeds, usually standing 16 to 23 inches tall. They are known for their friendliness.

“Dottie loves to be petted, is charismatic and can also provide organic lawn maintenance since she loves to nibble on grass,” according to Tarbox. “Potential adopters should call us at 650-340-7022 to learn more about Dottie.”

Dottie’s adoption fee is $25.

Photos of Dottie are attached and are courtesy of PHS/SPCA. Dottie is available for news cameras to film.

About Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA
Peninsula Humane Society is a private, open-door, not-for-profit animal welfare organization. Primary programs include animal adoptions; animal rescue and sheltering, including specialty care for domestic animals with medical and/or behavioral challenges; wildlife rehabilitation; animal cruelty investigation; community outreach and education; low-cost spay/neuter; and obedience classes. This vital work is made possible by volunteers and donations. PHS receives no funding from national animal welfare organizations. Visit www.phs-spca.org to learn about all PHS’ programs and services, ways to help the animals and special events.
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